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Custom fabricated porch curtains are an excellent way to protect your porch 

screens/windows all year. These can be removeable curtains attached with turn buttons, so 

they are put up in the fall and removed for the summer, or they can be roll up curtains left up 

all year and rolled up and down as needed. These curtains make an excellent dock lift 

curtain also to protect the gel coat of your boat from the sun (always check your lake’s DNR 

regulations prior to the investment).  

 

Sunbrella: 99% of our customers use 

this fabric. Sunbrella is a high- 

quality acrylic awning fabric that is 

fabricated for outdoor use. This 

fabric works well in hot or cold 

temps, lasts a long time (15 to 20 

years up here typically) and 

provides the most protection from 

light. It's a breathable fabric so very 

low heat retention / good wind 

block.  
 

High Quality Mesh Fabrics: Some customers still want protection from the 

elements while letting some light into the area. A high-quality awning mesh 

fabric allows light to filter through at different levels depending on the fabric 

while also providing protection from the elements.  
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Clear Vinyls: Curtains made with clear vinyl are 

bordered with Sunbrella. The pros to Clear Vinyl 

curtains are that they provide excellent heat 

retention while allowing you to see outside; the 

biggest con is that these curtains CAN NOT be 

rolled up or down in the cold weather. They have a 

very low cold crack but with regular cold weather 

use they will crack.  They are made to resist 

yellowing, clouding, scratching and UV damage. 

People that get clear vinyl curtains typically drop 

them in the fall and roll them up in the spring.  

 

 

The best way to get a quote for new curtains is to send a photo of where you need them 

installed with some general measurements of each opening you would like covered. 

Porch curtains can vary a great deal in price, as they are simply a time and materials custom 

job. You can generally expect $725 to $825 each curtain for standard sized, one welded 

seam covering with measuring, design, fabrication and install; $775 to $875 for a roll up 

and/or clear vinyl; and $850 to $950 for the higher priced mesh fabrics. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

Our business model is simple: we make a high-quality, custom-made product 

that we are confident we can stand behind. We use only the highest quality materials in the 

fabrication of our curtains and bring 30+ years of knowledge and experience to the table. 

Check out examples of our work at www.EagleRiverBoatCover.com or on our Facebook site. 


